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The prototype of a microstrip g:is chamber (MSCIC) has been constructed and tested as an X-ray detector.

The calculation of the electric n>ld around microstrips suggests that the process of gas amplification, which is

realized with a smaller potential difference than that of a multiwire proportional* chamber (MWPC), is unique.

The result, however, shows that the MSGC operates like a conventional MWPC and has energy resolution better

than 30% in terms of full widen at half-maximum at 5.9 kcV\ In addition, this gas chamber can be used as a

neutron detector by filling it with aHe and CF 4 gases.
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1. Introduction

Microstrip gas chambers (MSGCs) have been studied

and developed since being firs: proposed by Oed. 1 - 2
* The

MSGC is a very promising gas counter for overcoming

some limitations existing in genera! ruultiwire propor-

tional chambers (MWPCs). In a MSGC, a substrate,

on which metal microstrips are printed by photolithog-

raphy, takes the place of the wires in a MWPC. On
the substrate, anode and cathode strips are alternately

placed. Because the anode strips are thin and the cath-

ode strips exist on the substrate, a large gas amplifica-

tion is achieved by a relatively low potential difference

between anode and cathode strips. Gas ions produced in

the avalanche arc quickly collected on cathode strips.

There is, however, a possibility that ions may accumu-

late on the surface of the substrate if it. is an insulator

with high resistivity. The accumulation causes a grain

reduction with measurement time. On the other hand,

low resistivity brings on the increase of the dark current,

which leads to discharge. 3

)

[n spite of these problems, a

MSGC can be a position-sensitive detector with a better

spatial resolution and a higher counting rate capability

than a MWPC °'
For the development of a position-sensitive MSGC for

neutrons, a preliminary MSGC has been constructed and

tested with X-rays and neutrons. Tn this paper we report

the characteristics of this chamber.

2. Microstrip Gas Chamber

Microstrips (MS) are printed on an isolating substrate

using photolithography. In Fig. 1 the structure of our

MS plate is shown. The strips are made of a. i-/im- thick

Al layer which is deposited using a sputtering technique.

As the substrate we used a 1.2-mm-thick alka!i-free glass

plate (Corning 7059) ;
the surface resistivity of which is

about 5x 10 1 * n <:m~ , ,* ) sino: alkali ions may lead to in-

stability of the resistivity. 31 The anode strip has a width

of 10 /xm and the cathode strip is 240 /tm wide. The spac-

ing between the anode and the cathode strips is 100 ;im.

The grating constant of the MS plate is 4;">0 /.£m, which

is much smaller than that nf the wire plane of a conven-

tional MWPC.
The MS plate is mounted as shown in Fig. 2. The drift
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electrode, which is above the MS plate at a distance of

II mm, corresponds to the cathode plane of a MWPC.
The space between the MS plate anci the drift electrode is

filled with a counting gas such as Ar. The cathode strips

are grounded (V
c = 0 V) and the potential of the anode

strips 0») is kept positive. The drift electrode is held at

a negative high potential (V'd ) % so that, electrons produced

in the gas drift towards the anode strips. On the back of

the substrate, an electrode is placed and positive voltage

is applied (V-,) to avoid ion accumulation. 0

Figure 3 shows the electric field around the. strips

calculated by the finite-clement method when the ap-

plied voltages to the anode and the cathode strips are

-f-SOO V and 0 V, respectively, and the drift field is

-1-100 V-cm~ !

. When primary elections drift along

the electric field iine from the drift electrode in Fig. 3,

the strength of the electric field near the flat sur-

face of the anode is 1.1 x 10T V-m~ 3
. However, elec-

A r. o d e
- —: sc.- ^

Fig. I. Layout of the preliminary microstrip plate. The alu-

minum lay*r on the glass substrate is 1 pm thick.

T

rig. 2. Cro^s section of the MSGC The space between the MS
plal? and Lite drift electrode is filled with the counting gas.
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Fig- 3. f.-v) Calculated clcctnc field around Ihe surface of the MS
Plato. Applied voltages to the anode and the cathode strips
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trons are multiplied and diffused in an avalanche so
some electrons reach the edge of the anode strip The
electric field around the edges of the anode strips is

STSL ?' Th
10 " Vm ~ /?

ecauso of the cathode^{t is 3(b)). The gas amplification factor of a MVVPC ina proportional region can be approximately written as:V = A exp(CVj, where A' and C are constants depen-
dent on the characteristics of. the chamber, and V ;a a
potential difference." Since some electrons are multiplied
around the edge of the anode and others are amplified
above, the enter of the anode strip, the to.tal gas ampli-
ncation factor may be

M = A'.exp(Cj;;. -t A'd exp{CJ(K - V*)}, W
-here A'.. A'd ,

C. and Cd are the fitting parameters.
i« is r.:,e potent.al difference between the cathode strips
and the anode strips. Va is the voltage applied to the
drift e.ectrodc. In our case the substrate is thick, soWe influence ot tne back plate on gain can be neglected.As shown ,n Fig. 3, gas ions produced in the avalanchemove along the ficid line to the cathode strip The d<s
tance ions travel is short, so the ion cloud is dissipated
immediate* The effect leads to a high counting rate
capabdity of the MSCC.

3. Experimental Results and Discussion

3.1 X-ray detection with the MSGC
s

TLM,

SGC conducted was filled with a mixture ofAr ,90%) and CH< (10%) at atmospheric, pressure for
A-ray detection. It was irradiated with characteristic X-
rays of Fe, Cu, Pb and Ag in order to investigate 'he
performance as an X-ray detector. We used signals in-
dm-ed on the anode strips, all of which are connected to
each other. F.gure 4 shows the relationship between the
energies of X-rays and the pulse height, of signals. The
linearity of the energy response holds within the rai"o ofour measurements. The amplification factor as a func-
tion of the voltage applied to the anode strips is shown
'n
;

lg
' °W and that « a function of the drift electrode

.V/ = 0.0013Sexp(C.0198V'J +3.3.5 exo{0.000574(K -
1',.,},. However, the variation of the anode volta™ ismore effective than that of the drift electrode vohage.
Consequently, the MSGC can be treated as a chamber
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Fig. 15. Energy spec:™,,, of 3.9 keV »Fc X-rav measured on the,node ( I'. = +600 V. Vc = Vb = o V. fu = ^,800 V).

governed by the potential difference between the anode
and the cathode strips.

The energy spectrum of 5.9 kcV X-rays was measured
with an *Fe source, as shown in Fig. 6. and the en-
ergy resolution is better than 307c in terms of full width

fro^L I"
3*'™11"1

vFWHM >- These results show that aMSGC has satisfactory performance as an X-rav detec-
tor.

The performance of a chamber filled with a mixture
of Ar and hydrocarbons such as CH., will degenerate
because of deposits on the wires, which result from
the polymerization of hydrocarbons in avalanche or dis-
charge. • > The deposits lead to ununiforrnity of the de-
tector. In the event of discharge, damage of strip lines
will be serious because strips arc verv thin ami apt. to
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Fig. 7. Micrograph of ii"iii:rostrij>s damaged by discharge.

be broken. 10 ) Figure 7 shows n micrograph of damaeed
micros^rips. The damage was due to discharge, which

perhaps produced deposits on strips.

3.2 MSGC as a neutron detector

Since a neutron is a neutral particle, conversion to

charged particles is necessary for detection using a gas

chamber. A thermal or cold neutron reacts with a ^He
nucleus as follows.

n +* He — p -4-
2 K + 764 VcV (2)

in this reaction, two charged particles are emitted with a

total energy of 764 kcV. so the MSGC for neutrons was
"filled with 1.3 bar 3Hc and 1.3 bar CFA . We used CF.

;
as

the counting gas because of its chemical stability, high
stopping power, fast drift velocity and quenching prop-

erty. The MSGC was irradiated with a 5.5 A neutron
beam. The measured pulse height spectrum is shown in

Fig. S and its energy resolution is 15% (FVVHM) at. the

7G4 keV suinpeak. The MSGC can be used as a neutron
detector by selecting the signal in the sumpeak

4. Conclusion

A rnicrostrip gas chamber lias a more complex process

of gas amplification than a MWPC because of cathode
strips. However, it can be practically controlled by us-

ing the potential difference between anode and cathode

strips. It can be used as an X-ray or a neutron detec-

tor, similarly to a MWPC. Since a MSCC has a much

300
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Fig. 8. Pulse height spectrum of the n-3 H« reaction for a mixture
of 1.3 bar 3He and 1.3 bar CK.j (V, ^ -|-750 V, tv = 0 V
V6 rz -1800 V, V'b =i + 730 V).

smaller strip spacing than the wire spacing in a conven-
tional MWPC, it may be used as a posit ion -sensitive
detector with good spatial resolution.
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